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In the conditions of the Verkhnekamskoe field of potassium and magnesium salts unconventional in terms of thickness sylvinitic seams are involved in the mining. That requires methodological support and new technological solutions. One of the possible directions in the excavation of sylvinitic seams of unconventional thickness is the use of drilling and blasting. A method for calculating the safe geomechanical parameters of the chamber development pattern was developed in order to justify the parameters of drilling and blasting excavation of sylvinitic seams of unconventional thickness. The paper presents theoretical calculations for determination of the parameters of a chamber development pattern taking into account the requirements of current regulatory documents. That ensures geomechanical safety during drilling and blasting mining of sylvinitic seams of unconventional thickness as well as during mining of sylvinitic seams of unconventional thickness in combination with machinery mining of seams with conventional thickness. Two options of drilling and blasting mining of sylvinitic layers depending on the mining conditions are considered in the paper. The first option considers drilling and blasting excavation by the chamber pattern of one sylvinitic seam of unconventional thickness. The second option considers drilling and blasting mining of an unconventional sylvinitic reservoir together with a machinery mining of adjacent sylvinitic layers that have conventional thickness. Minimum allowable size of the production chamber in the drilling and blasting mining of sylvinitic seams of unconventional thickness, design and actual parameters of chambers and inter-chamber blocks are justified according to the requirements of regulatory documents. The procedure for calculation of sizes of the cleaning chambers in drilling and blasting mining and inter-chamber blocks in the joint excavation of sylvinitic layers of conventional and unconventional thickness. The method for determination of safe parameters of blasting operations providing the permissible value of the fracturing zone in the soil and roof of the cleaning chambers mined by the drilling and blasting method is presented. Calculations have been performed to determine the fracture radius based on the calculation of explosion pulse and dynamic strength of the salt rocks. Determination of the allowable weight of explosion is done using the value of the displacement speed of the particles in the array. As a result of the studies performed, the safe parameters of one sylvinitic layer with unconventional thickness by the chamber pattern and the sylvinitic formation of unconventional thickness together with longwall machinery mining of conventional formation at the mines of Verkhnekamskoe field of potassium and magnesium salts.

В условиях Верхнекамского месторождения калийно-магниевых солей в отработку вовлекаются сильвинитовые пласти, не кондиционные по мощности, что требует методического обеспечения и новых технологических решений. Одним из возможных направлений развития технологий добычи сильвинитовых пластов некондиционной мощности является применение буровзрывных работ. Для обеспечения возможности буровзрывной выемки сильвинитовых пластов некондиционной мощности разработана методика расчета безопасных геомеханических параметров камерной системы разработки. В статье приводится теоретическое решение обоснования размера рабочей системы разработки с учетом требований действующих нормативных документов, обеспечивающих геомеханическую безопасность при буровзрывной выемке сильвинитовых пластов некондиционной мощности, а также при выемке сильвинитовых пластов некондиционной мощности совместно с комбайной отработкой рабочих пластов, имеющих кондиционную мощность. В зависимости от горно-геологических условий разработки в статье рассмотрены два варианта буровзрывной выемки сильвинитовых пластов. В первом варианте приведен алгоритм буровзрывной выемки камерной системы разработки одного сильвинитового пласта некондиционной мощности. Второй вариант предусматривает буровзрывную отработку некондиционного по мощности сильвинитового пласта совместно с комбайной выемкой смежных сильвинитовых пластов, имеющих кондиционную мощность. Обоснованы, согласно требованиям нормативных документов, минимально допустимые размеры добычной камеры при буровзрывной выемке сильвинитовых пластов некондиционной мощности, расчетные и фактические параметры камер и камерных целиков, разработан порядок расчета размеров очистных камер при буровзрывной выемке и камерных целиков при совместной выемке сильвинитовых пластов некондиционной и кондиционной мощности. Представлена методика определения безопасных параметров взрывных работ, обеспечивающих допустимую величину зоны трещинообразования в почве и крутых откаточных камерах, отработываемых буровзрывным способом. Выполнены расчеты по определению величины радиуса действия динамической прочности солевого порода. Определение допустимой массы взрыва производится по величине скорости смещения частиц массы. В результате выполненных исследований обоснованы безопасные параметры буровзрывной отработки одного сильвинитового пласта некондиционной мощности камерной системой разработки, а также сильвинитового пласта некондиционной мощности совместно с комбайной выемкой кондиционных пластов на рудниках Верхнекамского месторождения калийно-магниевых солей.
Introduction

Today there is a general trend for complication of conditions of occurrence and reduction of conditions of obtaining minerals during the underground mining of mineral deposits.

One of the complicating factors in the extraction of potassium ores from the Verkhnekamskoe field of potassium and magnesium salts (VFPMS) is the presence of significant areas of minefields on which unconventional in terms of thickness productive formation lies. For example, production formation of AB sylvinite composition approximately for 20-30% of the area of occurrence within the minefield of the BKPRU-4 mine of Uralkali PJSC have has an unconventional thickness (less than 2 m) with rich content of the useful component (KCl content up to 40%).

Today two main methods are of practical importance for the extraction of potassium formations of unconventional thickness such as combine and drilling & blasting.

During combine method of mining the formations of unconventional thickness it is most expedient to use combines with an adjustable drum-type executive organ. With all the obvious advantages of this type of combines (the ability to seize formations of various thicknesses and high productivity), it also has its drawbacks, the main ones of which are: heavy dustiness of working zones in the extraction of potash ores and high cost of an import mining complex [1-13].

Use of mining-and-roadheading machine of Ural-type that are the main ones in the preparation and development of formation at the VKFPMS, during the removal of unconventional thickness leads to a strong dilution of potash ore due to considerable cutting of the enclosing rock salt formations as the combines of this type have a constant (for each standard size) cross-section.

An alternative to the combine machine is the drilling & blasting method of mining of unconventional formations. Obvious advantages of this method are the possibility of mining of potassium formations of various thicknesses and folding, almost with no diluting, use of conventional ways of ventilating the face with regular means with help of fans of local airing, relatively low cost of domestic equipment and explosive materials.

It should be noted that, depending on the mining and geological conditions there are two options for using the drilling and blasting method:

1) drilling & blasting of a single formation with unconventional thickness;
2) drilling & blasting mining of unconventional thickness together with a combine machine of adjacent potash formations having the conditioning power.

Due to the relatively low thickness of the waterproofing layer (WPL) and complex mining and geological conditions at the Verkhnekamskoe field of potassium and magnesium salts, a chamber system of development is used to maintain the roof on relatively "rigid" interchamber toe (ICT) that do not allow sharp dislocations of overlying rocks, and panel or panel-block methods of preparing the mine field with a direct or reverse order of excavation.

Drilling and blasting method proposed for the extraction of sylvinite formations of unconventional thickness allows to use the methods of preparation used in the potash mines and chamber system of development without any changes.

Problem statement

In order to determine the safe parameters of drilling & blasting excavation of unconventional sylvinite seams, it is necessary to solve the following problems:

– to determine for geomechanical security the width of the inter-chamber toe and dimensions of cross section of cleaning chamber, under which the degree of loading of the ICT will not exceed the permissible value;
– determine the mass of the explosive charge to ensure technological safety on the basis of an assessment of the harmful effect of blasting on the elements of the chamber development system with the indicated parameters of the treatment chamber, which, with the required granulometric composition of the broken sylvinite ore, produces a minimal destructive effect on the ICT and interplastic, i.e. when the estimated width of the broken edge part does not exceed the allowable value.

The calculation procedure

for safe geomechanical parameters during drilling & blasting of unconventional in terms of thickness sylvinite formations

Safe parameters for drilling & blasting of a single sylvinite formation of substandard capacity were calculated as given next. At the first stage, the cross-sectional area of the production drilling & blasting chamber was determined. Taking into account the
experience of drilling and exploratory production of sylvinite formations used at the Verkhnekamskoe field in previous years, it is proposed to use a rectangular cross section for production. So, in order to find the bottom area $S_1$, $m^2$, it is necessary to know the width of the cleaning chamber and extractable thickness [14, 15]:

$$S_1 = a_{1s} m_1,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $a_{1s}$ – design value of the width of the treatment chamber, m; $m_1$ – calculated value of the extractable thickness during drilling & blasting testing of an unconventional sylvinite formation, m.

The minimum design value of the width of a cleaning chamber $a_{1s}$ is determined based on dimensions of the mobile drilling and transport equipment, as well as the requirements of the current regulatory documents. According to that documents there must be gaps of at least 1.2 m side of the passage for people and 0.5 m from the opposite side in the shafts intended for transportation of ore and communications with cleaning faces [16].

Thus, the required minimum design (actual) value of the width of the cleaning chamber of rectangular cross-section, m, will be

$$a_{1s} = 1.2 + d + 0.5 = 1.7 + d,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $d$ – maximum width of used drilling, load or transport equipment, m.

The height of a shaft above the free passage for people should be at least 1.8 m along its entire length [16].

Consequently, in case of drilling and blasting of sylvinite seams of unconventional thickness, the minimum value of the height of the cleaning chamber of rectangular section $H_{1min}$ must satisfy the condition [16]

$$H_{1min} \geq h_1 + \Delta h_1 \geq 1.8,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $h_1$ – maximum height of the equipment used (drilling, load or transport), m; $\Delta h_1$ – distance from the most protruding part of the machine to the roof of the mine, $\Delta h_1 = 0.5$ m.

Depending on the ratio of geological thickness of unconventional formation ($m_{form}$) and minimum permissible height of the applied technological equipment ($H_{1min}$) three values of the extractable thickness are possible:

1) $m_{form} \geq H_{1min}$. If such is the case, drilling and blasting of the formation is carried out for the full thickness, while the estimated extractable thickness, m, is

$$m_1 = m_T,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

wherr $m_T$ – technological thickness of the formation, m.

Technological thickness of the formation, m, is determined from expression

$$m_T = m_{form} + m_{cake},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $m_{form}$ – geological thickness of unconventional sylvinite formation, m; $m_{cake}$ – thickness of the "cake", m (taken into account at technological necessity of "cake" undermining);

2) $m_{form} < H_{1min}$. In this case, it is necessary to perform a joint drilling and blasting operation of the potash reservoir for the full thickness, with cutting of the layer of the overlying (or underlining) rock salt formation to produce a shaft with a height of $H_{1min}$, which enables people to work and move the drilling and handling equipment.

3) $m_{form} \ll H_{1min}$. In this case, to prevent dilution at very low reservoir thicknesses (for example at $m_{form} < 0.5 H_{1min}$) it is necessary to provide a two-layer selective drilling and blasting mining and here two options are possible. In the first option, if it is advisable to cut the layer of rock salt of the underlying formation by the mining conditions, then the first (within a single entry) mined formation is the low-thicknesses sylvinite layer for the full thickness. Then the chamber height is brought to the required value of $H_{1min}$ by mining the calculated thickness layer from the underlying rock salt reservoir, its shipment and storage within the mining section. In the second option, if it is advisable to cut the layer from rock salt of an overlying layer according to mining conditions, then the first layer (within one bluff) is mined taking into account required design thickness, then the salt is shipped and stored within the mining area, after which the underlying low-thickness sylvinite formation is mined for the full thickness and height of the chamber is also brought to the required value $H_{1min}$.

The boundary of the transition from the gross to selective can be determined on the basis of calculation of the average content of the useful component in the mined rock mass, which satisfies the conditions accepted in the mine.

For the second and third options, the estimated extractable power, m, is

$$m_1 = m_T + \Delta m_{rs} = H_{1min},$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $\Delta m_{rs}$ – value of the cutting formation of rock salt from the adjacent formation, determined with considered required production height $H_{1min}$. 

The value of the formation of rock salt to be cut, m, from the adjacent formation, is determined from the equation

$$\Delta m_{rs} = (h_1 + \Delta h_1) - m_T = H_{1\text{min}} - m_T.$$  (7)

The width of chambers and inter-chamber toes during drilling and blasting of a single sylvinite formation of unconventional thickness was determined in accordance with the design scheme shown in the Fig. a.

In order to determine the degree of loading $C$ using adopted parameters of a development system in areas with use of drilling and blasting operations the design width of the inter-chamber toe should be reduced by an amount of $2\Delta b_1 = 1.0$ m [14]:

$$b_1 = b_{1s} - 2\Delta b_1,$$  (8)

where $b_1$ – design width of the inter-chamber toe, m; $b_{1s}$ – design (actual) width of the inter-chamber toe, m; $\Delta b_1$ – width of the weakened (due to drilling and blasting operations) marginal zone of the ICT, $\Delta b_1 = 0.5$ m.

Parameter $C$ taking into account formula (8) the interaxial distance $l_1$, m, equals to

$$l_1 = 2(0.5a_{1s}) + b_{1s} = a_{1s} + b_{1s} = (a_{1s} + 2\Delta b_1) + (b_{1s} - 2\Delta b_1) = a_1 + b_1,$$  (9)

where $a_{1s}$ and $b_{1s}$ – design (actual) values of the width, respectively, of the drilling and blasting chamber and ICT, taking into account two weakened edge zones, used for working, m; $a_1$ and $b_1$ – design width, respectively, of drilling and blasting chamber and ICT, used when the ICT loading degree is found, m.

Thus, taking into account expressions (2) and (9), calculated (minimum) width of the treatment chamber, m, is

$$a_1 = a_{1s} + 2\Delta b_1 = 1.7 + d + 2\Delta b_1 = 1.7 + d + 1.0 = 2.7 + d.$$  (10)

designed (actual) value of the width of the ICT, m, taking into account expression (8) is equal to

$$b_{1s} = b_1 + 2\Delta b_1 = b_1 + 1.0.$$  (11)

The design (actual) values of the widths of the chambers and ICT ($a_{1s}$, $b_{1s}$), indicated in formulas (2) and (11), should be used when extracting a low-thickness sylvinite formation by a drilling and blasting method, i.e. when conducting cleaning works.

Having the design width of the cleaning chambers ($a_1$) and normative loading degree [$C$], the calculated width of inter-chamber toe during the mining of sylvinite formation with no hydraulic backfilling of cleaning chambers is found by the formula [14]

Fig. Calculation scheme for determination of the parameters of a chamber development system for drilling and blasting mining of a single sylvinite formation of unconventional thickness $(a)$ and joint mining by drilling, blasting and longwall machinery mining $(b)$: $H_1$ – the maximum value of the distance from the earth's surface to the top of a toe in a section of development pattern, m; $b_{1s}$ – design (actual) width of the inter-chamber toe (taking into account two weakened edge zones), m; $\Delta b_1$ – weakened edge area of inter-chamber toe, m; $a_{1s}$ – design (actual) width of the drilling and blasting chamber, m; $a_1$ – design value of width of the cleaning drilling and blasting chamber, m; $b_1$ – design width of the inter-chamber toe, m; $l_1$ – inter-axial distance, m; $m_1$ – calculated extracted thickness of a low-yield sylvinite formation, m; $a_2$ – the width of the chamber on the working layer along the soil (with one-pass mining is equal to the width of the combine used), m; $b_2$ – width of the ICT for soil on the main working formation, m; $l_2$ – inter-axial distance on the main working formation, m; $m_2$ – extractable thickness of the main sylvinite working formation, m.
The calculated height of inter-chamber toe, \( m \), m, for extraction of sylvinitic layers with no hydraulic filling of the cleaning chambers is found by formula [14]

\[
m = m_0 + \Delta m,
\]

where \( m_0 \) – extracted formation thickness, m; \( \Delta m \) – possible increment of the toe, m.

It is necessary to take the calculated value of the extractable thickness in the formula (14) \( m_0 = m_t \), which is defined taking into account expressions (4)–(6).

The calculated increment of the heights \( \Delta m \) will be [14]

\[
\Delta m = \begin{cases} 
\Delta m_o, \\
m_{ok},
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \Delta m_o \) is determined by the formula

\[
\Delta m_o = \beta_{ok}(a - a_{om}),
\]

where \( \beta_{ok} \) – coefficient that takes into account the effect of stability of roof of chambers on the magnitude of the increment in the calculated height of the toe; \( a \) – estimated width of the chamber, in this case the value \( a = a_t \) is defined by expression (10), m; \( a_{om} \) – stable roof space of chambers, m; \( m_{ok} \) – thickness of the cakes left in the roof of chambers when extracting an unconventional thickness formation, m.

If the sylvinitic formation of unconventional thickness is taken out with a "cake", then in the formula (15) \( m_{ok} = 0 \).

Coefficient \( \beta_{ok} \) is determined from the equation [14]

\[
\beta_{ok} = 0.7 \left[ 1.0 - \beta_{om} \sqrt{a_{om}} \right],
\]

where \( \beta_{om} \) – approximation parameter, \( \beta_{om} = 0.262 \).

Mining and technical conditions for extracting the sylvinitic formation are characterized by the parameter \( \lambda_o \) [14]:

\[
\lambda_o = \xi \frac{H}{\sigma_{om}},
\]

where \( \xi \) – coefficient that takes into account change in load on the toe due to the influence of mining and technical factors; \( \gamma \) – bulk weight of overburden thickness of rocks (\( \gamma = 2.2 \) tf/m³); \( H \) – the maximum value of the distance from the earth's surface to the top of a toe in a section of development pattern, m; \( \sigma_{om} \) – aggregate strength of rocks in an array within the design height of inter-chamber toe \( m_t \).

The coefficient that takes into account change in load at the ICT due to the influence of mining and technical factors, is found by the formula [14]

\[
\xi = \xi_1 \cdot \xi_2 \cdot \xi_3,
\]

where \( \xi_1 \) – coefficient that takes into account the impact of man-made load, \( \xi_1 \geq 1.0 \); \( \xi_2 \) – coefficient taking into account the influence of the reference pressure, \( \xi_2 \geq 1.0 \); \( \xi_3 \) – coefficient that takes into account the influence of inter-passage toe, \( \xi_3 = 1.0 \).

Values of the coefficients \( \xi_1, \xi_2 \) calculated for specific mining and geological conditions in accordance with the requirements [14].

Aggregate strength of rocks in an array within the design height of inter-chamber toe is determined from expression

\[
\sigma_{om} = k_{om} \cdot \sigma_o = k_m \cdot k_c \cdot k_t,
\]

where \( \sigma_o \) – equivalent (reduced) strength of rocks composing the toe; \( k_m \) – coefficient that takes into account the influence of the scale factor, \( k_m = 1.12 \); \( k_c \) – coefficient that takes into account the influence of clay interlayers; \( k_t \) – coefficient that takes into account the effect of cutting tape toe, \( k_t = 1.25 \).

The coefficient that takes into account the influence of clay interlayers, is calculated by the formula

\[
k_c = \begin{cases} 
\alpha_c \left( 1 + \beta_c \sqrt{0.05 - \delta_c} \right), \\
\alpha_c \left( 1 - \beta_c \sqrt{\delta_c - 0.05} \right),
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \alpha_c = 0.86 \); \( \beta_c = 0.7281 \); \( \delta_c \) – relative content of clay interlayers.

The value \( \delta_c \) is calculated by the formula

\[
\delta_c = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \delta_{ci} \cdot m_i,
\]
where \( \delta_{ci} \) – relative content of clay interlayers in the \( i \)-th formation of \( m_i \) thickness.

Equivalent strength of rocks, \( \text{tf/m}^2 \), is determined by the formula

\[
\sigma_o = \frac{m}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} m_i / \sigma_{ci}},
\]

where \( m_i \) – thickness of the \( i \)-th formation of the rock \((i = 1, 2, 3\ldots); n \) – the number of different in strength rocks composing the ICT within their design height \( m \); \( \sigma_{ci} \) – design compressive strength of standard samples of the \( i \)-th layer of the rock, \( \text{tf/m}^2 \).

When using the drilling and explosive method of extraction, the estimated degree of loading of ICT \((C_i)\), taking into account adopted parameters of the development system (see the figure), is determined by the formula

\[
C_i = \frac{\lambda_o \cdot l_i}{(b_i - 2f_0 h_i)k_f},
\]

where \( k_f \) – a shape factor determined from expression

\[
k_f = \begin{cases} \sqrt{2\lambda_m} & \text{at} \quad 0 < \lambda_m < 0.5, \\ \beta_o (1 + \beta_m \cdot \lambda_m) & \text{at} \quad \lambda_m \geq 0.5. \end{cases}
\]

The parameter \( \lambda_m \) is found by the formula

\[
\lambda_m = \frac{h}{m},
\]

Parameters of the development system must ensure the fulfillment of the following condition [14]:

\[
V_{ml} \leq [V_{ml}],
\]

where \( V_{ml} \) – the design value of the maximum deflection of the WPL layers, corresponding to the accepted parameters of extracting of a thin layer, \( m \); \([V_{ml}] \) – the value of allowable deflection of WPL layers in mining and geological conditions of study, \( m \).

Determination of the width of chambers and inter-chamber toe during drilling and blasting of unconventional thickness of a sylvinitic layer, together with lonwall machinery of adjacent potassium layers of conventional thickness, was carried in the way described below.

During calculation of parameters of extraction of and more layers, it is necessary to assess the proximity of two adjacent layers and to determine estimated thickness of the inter-layer toe for the adjacent layers of the cap pillar \( m_r \). In this case, extraction of adjacent layers is carried out by coaxial chambers from the top down, ahead of the front of the cleaning works on an upper layer at least 50 m.

There are two options possible depending on the value of the estimated thickness \( m_r \) when the seams are close:

1) \( m_r < [m_r], m \); 2) \( m_r \geq [m_r], m \).

The permissible thickness of the interlayer cap pillar \([m_r] \) for sylvinitic layers is found from the expression

\[
[m_r] = \begin{cases} 1.5 & \text{at} \quad 3.2 \leq a_m \leq 5.5 \text{ m}, \\ \beta_r \cdot a_m & \text{at} \quad a_m \geq 5.5 \text{ m}. \end{cases}
\]

The values of the approximation parameters in formula (28) are: \( \beta_r = 0.356; \alpha_r = 0.844 \).

If \( m_r < [m_r] \) the parameters of a chamber system for extraction of two close layers are determined both when a single layer is taken with extractable thickness \( m_e \) equal to the calculated height of the goaf space during the extraction of two layers \( M_r \) [14].

Two options are possible depending on the position of a sylvinitic layer of unconventional thickness in relation to the main extractable layer:

1. If a thin layer lies below the formation of conventional thickness, then during the first run of the combine an extractable layer is worked out for the full thickness, then the interlayer space is recovered, the stone salt is transported and stored within the mining area, after which during the last run of the combine unconventional formation is extracted.

If the interlayer space has a small thickness then joint mining of the interlayer space and thin layer is possible. It should be noted that if such is the case then it is not advisable to use a drilling and blasting extraction.

2. If a thin layer lies above the extracted one, then the upper low-strength sylvinitic layer is extracted first by drilling and blasting method and, if necessary, part of the interlayer space (minimum height of the stroke has to be at least 1.8 m) is excavated. Transportation and storage of rock salt are carried out within the mining area, after which the combine is used to extract bottom layer for the full thickness.

In case of small thickness (especially if the total thickness of the layer and interlayer does not exceed 1.8 m), it can be extracted together with a low-thickness layer using the drilling and blasting method.
The second option considers that design width of the chamber \( a_1 \), used in determination of the width of the ICT on a low-density formation, must be greater than the design (actual) one \( a_{1x} \) by a value of \( 2\Delta b_1 = 1.0 \) m. Here, in case of single-pass chambers it is necessary to take the width of the combine path \( a_k \) (m) as a design width

\[
a_1 = a_k + 2\Delta b_1 = a_k + 1.0. \tag{29}
\]

The design (actual) value of the chamber width \( a_{1x} \) (m) must satisfy the following condition:

\[
a_{1x} = a_k \geq 1.7 + d. \tag{30}
\]

For type I chambers the width of the combine path, m, is determined at the soil level:

\[
a_k = a_o. \tag{31}
\]

For type II chambers, the maximum width of chambers is taken, m:

\[
a_k = a_m. \tag{32}
\]

The type of the chamber is determined on the basis of requirements taking into account specific mining and technical conditions and parameters of extraction [14]. Having the design thickness of the inter-layer pillar \( m_s \geq [m_s] \) extraction parameters are found separately for each layer. Calculation of safe geomechanical parameters of drilling and blasting chambers should be carried out only after determining the parameters of excavation of the main extracted by the combine method strata. Determination of the calculated width of the treatment chamber on a low-power formation, extracted by the drilling and blasting method, is proposed for joint mining with extracted layer by the combine method through the following scheme (see Fig. b).

The calculation is carried out in the following sequence. First, the design width of the ICT on the main extracted layer is determined, with the interaxial distance (m) equal to

\[
l_2 = a_2 + b_2, \tag{33}
\]

where \( a_2 \) – the width of the chamber on the main extracted layer (in case of one-way mining it is equal to the width of the used combine), m; \( b_2 \) – width of the ICT in the main extracted layer, m.

In case of coaxial chambers the interaxial distance on a low-thickness formation (m) is equal to

\[
l_1 = a_1 + b_1 = l_2, \tag{34}
\]

where \( a_1 \) – estimated width of the chamber on a low-thickness formation, m; \( b_1 \) – estimated width of ICT on a low-thickness formation, m.

First, the calculated width of the camera \( a_1 \) is defined based on condition (10), while the estimated width of the beam \( b_1 \) (m) will be

\[
b_1 = l_2 - a_1. \tag{35}
\]

Taking into account the expressions (24)-(26) and the initial value of the chamber width \( a_{1x} \), the estimated loading level of the ICT \( C_1 \) during the extraction of a thin layer will be equal to

\[
C_1 = \frac{\lambda_o \cdot l_1}{(b_{1x} - 2\Delta b_1)k_f} \cdot \lambda_k \cdot l_2, \tag{36}
\]

Then, by changing the calculated width of the chamber \( a_1 \), it is necessary to find the optimal design width of the ICT on a low-thickness layer \( b_{1opt} \), at which the calculated loading degree does not exceed the allowable value for specific mining-geological conditions [14]:

\[
C_1 \leq [C_1]. \tag{37}
\]

The design (actual) value of the width of the cleaning BVR chamber (m), taking into account expression (10), will be

\[
a_{1x} = a_{1opt} - 2\Delta b_1 \geq 1.7 + d. \tag{38}
\]

The design (actual) value of the ICT width on a low-thickness formation \( b_{1x} \), with the expression (11) taken into account, is equal to

\[
b_{1x} = b_{1opt} + 2\Delta b_1. \tag{39}
\]

Parameters of the development system during the excavation of two sylvinite layers should ensure that the condition

\[
V_{m1.2} \leq [V_m], \tag{40}
\]

where \( V_{m1.2} \) – a calculated value of the maximum deflection of the layers of the WPL caused by the development of two layers, determined from expression

\[
V_{m1.2} = V_{exc1} + V_{exc2}, \tag{41}
\]

where \( V_{om1} \) – a calculated value WPL the maximum deflection of the layers of the WPL caused by development of two layers, determined from expression; \( V_{om2} \) – a calculated value of the maximum deflection of the layers of the WPL caused by development of the main extracted layer, m.
Method for calculation of safety parameters of blasting operations during the drilling & blasting extraction of unconventional thickness sylvinite layers

Calculation of the radius $R_m$ of cracking caused by the blasting of an elongated charge is performed using a technique in which a lateral pressure pulse $J(r)$ of the detonation products of an explosive damps with distance $r$ and gets at the initial moment of explosion the value $J(0)$ when $r = 0$ [17-39].

The change in the moment with distance is determined by the dependence

$$J(r) = \pi d_z L_z P(r) t(r).$$

(42)

In this case, pressure and time of action of the pressure of detonation products of the explosive are determined from expressions

$$P(r) = P_i/(1 + k r)^m,$$

$$t(r) = r_0/[a + b(r - 1)]10^{-3},$$

(43)

where $k$, $m$, $a$, $b$ – empirical coefficients; $r_0$ – charge radius, m; $r$ – relative distance from the center of the charge, expressed in the radii of the charge: $r = R/r_0$, $R$ – distance, m; $P(r)$ – pressure at a distance $r$, Pa; $t = 49/5000$ duration of pressure at a distance $r$, Pa; $d_z$, $L_z$ – diameter and length of the hole (borehole).

Initial mean pressure in the charging cavity is given by

$$P_1 = 0.25 \rho_c D^2 (d_z/d_z)^6,$$

(44)

where $\rho_c$ – density of explosive charge, kg/m$^3$; $D$ – velocity of detonation of explosive charge, m/s; $d_z$ – explosion diameter (of the bullet), m.

The relationship between pressure and volume of gases at the time of blasting due to its large magnitude (of the order of 5 GPa) is determined not by the Boyle-Mariotte law, but by a power dependence of the form

$$P \cdot V^\gamma = \text{const},$$

(45)

where $\gamma \approx 3$.

Increase in the volume of charge gases when they expand to the walls of the charging cavity is proportional to the square of the ratio of the diameters $\sim (d_z/d_z)^2$. Taking into account (45), the decrease in pressure $P_1$ with an increase in volume (in the third degree) will be proportional to the ratio of diameters to the 6th power: $2(-\gamma) \approx -6$.

It is proposed to calculate fracture radius $R_m$ by the value of the reduced radius $R_t = R_m/r_o$, through the empirical equation (46) by the method of successive approximations:

$$R_t = J(R_i)^{0.9}/J_i^{0.6},$$

(46)

where $J(R_i) –$ impulse with $r = R_t$; $J_i –$ impulse criterion of dynamic strength (for sylvinite $J_i = 7300$ H·c/i$^2$, where $i$ – degree of crushing of the blasted rock mass), $i = W/d_k$; $W$ – line of least resistance of exploded charge, m; $d_k$ – the second diameter of a piece of blown rock mass, m.

Initial value $R_{i0}$ is given from physical considerations on the basis of known experimental data of similar conditions. Based on such a defined value the impulse is determined $J_i(R_{i0})$, is substituted into the formula (46), and obtain the value $R_{i1}$. Then the values are compared $R_{i0}$ and $R_{i1}$.

If $R_{i0}$ is less than the obtained value of $R_{i1}$, then it is is increased to $R_{i0}$ and according to the described procedure, $R_{i2}$ is obtained, again it is compared with $R_{i0}$. Usually, 3-4 approximations are sufficient to satisfy equality $R_{i0} = R_{i(n+1)}$ with an accuracy of 2-3 decimal places.

The radius of crack formation in meters is calculated by the formula $R_m = r_0 R_{i0}$, and rounded to 1-2 decimals.

The value of the initial pulse $J(0)$ is controlled by the value of the initial pulse $J_o$:

$$J_o = k \cdot M \cdot D \cdot L_z/d_z,$$

(47)

where $k$ – calculated-empirical coefficient; $M$ – mass charge of explosive, kg; $D$ – detonation velocity of charge explosive, m/s; $L_z$, $d_z$ – length and diameter of explosive charge, m; $K_z$ – charge factor, $K_z = L_z/d_z$; $k = I \cdot 0.817$.

From that:

$$I = 0.375 K_z (1 + 2K_z) - 0.1875 (1 - K_z)^2 \ln \frac{1 + K_z}{1 - K_z}.$$  

(48)

It is assumed that at a distance of $R_{i0}$ (or more) the cracking of the rock no longer occurs. Thus, the cracking radius $R_m$ is the maximum radius of destruction of the array of the primary straight by the explosion compression wave.

When using a safety explosive type ammonite PGV-20 with blasting parameters $d_0 = 0.042$ m, $r_o = 0.021$ m, $d_z = 0.036$ m, with charge density...
\( \rho = 1050 \text{ kg/m}^3, L_z = 2.5 \text{ m}, L = 3 \text{ m}, \) length of face 0.5 m, charge weight \( M = 2.67 \text{ kg} \) relative dimensionless maximum fracture radius will be \( R_m = 28.57 \) and cracking radius \( R_n = 0.6 \text{ m}. \)

For contour holes that are located at a height of 0.2 m from the soil of the formation, such a cracking radius in the joint excavation of two layers is prohibited due to the restriction of the zone of propagation of cracks in the soil in magnitude of 0.2 m [14]. Therefore, contour holes in the soil of the cleaning chamber should create a zone of rocks no more than 0.4 m. To fulfill this condition, the mass of the explosive of their charge in accordance with the calculations for the above formulas should not be more than 1.8 kg, which will ensure \( R_m = 0.39 \text{ m}. \) The length of such a charge is 1.8 m. Taking into account the minimum permissible length of the face, the length of the hole under these conditions will be 2.3 m [40].

Thus, it should be noted that the calculations presented allow us to propose two options for drilling and blasting of sylvinite seams of unconventional thickness.

In the first option, when excavating one layer of unconventional thickness by the drilling and blasting method, it is recommended to use holes up to 3.0 m in length, while the mass of the explosive in the hole is 2.67 kg and cracking zone does not exceed 0.6 m. Since the contour holes are located at a distance of not less than 0.1-0.2 m from the outline, the fracturing zone behind the contour will be 0.4-0.5 m, which corresponds to the requirements of normative documents [14].

In the second option of excavation of layers, when removing seams of unconventional thickness by drilling and blasting, together with extraction of conventional thickness layers, it is necessary to use shorter blastholes with a length of no more than 2.3 m. The mass of the explosive in the hole will be 1.8 kg and the cracking zone will not exceed 0.39 m. In this case, when the contour holes are located at a distance of 0.2 cm from the extracted contour, the fracturing zone behind the outline (including in the mine floor) does not exceed 0.19 m, which also meets the requirements of regulatory documents [14].

The value of the fracture radius \( R_m, \) m, is calculated by the formula

\[
R_m = 0.241 A^{0.35} q^{0.45} \sigma_{\text{comp}}^{0.8} L^{-0.5},  \tag{49}
\]

where \( A = \rho C^2, \rho \) – rock density, kg/m\(^3\) (\( \rho = 2100 \text{ kg/m}^3 \)), \( C \) – speed of sound in the rock, \( q \) – explosive energy per 1 meter of charge, \( J, q = M_1 Q_v (M_1 = 1.069 \text{ kg/m}, Q_v = 3.4 \cdot 10^6 \text{ J}) ; \sigma_{\text{comp}} = 250 \cdot 10^4 \text{ Pa}. \)

With the parameters specified explosion for explosive mass charges, respectively \( M_1 = 2.67 \text{ kg} \) and \( M_2 = 1.8 \text{ kg} \) radii of crack formation will be \( R_{1m} = 0.79 \text{ m} \) and \( R_{2m} = 0.43 \text{ m}. \) Thus, formula (49) gives higher fracture radius values with respect to formula (46). This is caused by the use of different strength criteria in them. In formula (49), the traditional static index is used such as compressive strength in a standard sample. In formula (46), a dynamic index is used, which takes into account the intensity of fragmentation of the sample upon its destruction.

Determination of the allowable mass of the explosion, safe from the effect on the inter-chamber lobbies and soil of excavation is made from the value of the displacement velocity of the particles of the massif (mass velocity) not exceeding the critical displacement velocity for a given rock [33], cm/s:

\[
V = \frac{37.5 [C_p^2 - 4C_z^2 / 3] \left(1 + e(1 - 2\mu)\right)^3 - 1}{C_p \left(1 + e(1 - 2\mu)\right)^4},  \tag{50}
\]

where \( C_p \) – velocity of longitudinal oscillations, m/s; \( C_z \) – velocity of transverse vibrations, m/s; \( \mu \) – Poisson’s ratio; \( e \) – ultimate deformation of rock.

Mass velocity at the specified distance \( R_c = R/M^{0.33}, \) cm/s, looks like [33]

\[
V = 235 \cdot 10^6 (C_p \cdot \rho \cdot t)^{-0.5} \cdot R_c^{-n},  \tag{51}
\]

where \( \rho \) – rock density, kg/m\(^3\); \( t \) – period of natural oscillation, ms; \( n \) – degree of attenuation of velocity with distance (1.5 < \( n < 2 \)).

Expression 235 \( \cdot 10^6 (C_p \cdot \rho \cdot t)^{-0.5} \) is the coefficient \( K \) of a particular rock in the formula of the canonical form \( V = K \cdot R_c^{-n}. \)

The admissible mass of the explosion is determined by formula (52), derived from expression (51):

\[
M_{\text{ad}} = R^3 \left(\frac{V}{K}\right)^{3/n}. \tag{52}
\]

Using formula (52), the distance \( R \) is measured from the center of the explosion of the set of holes before the start of the protected zone, i.e. practically up to the walls of the working in the
given direction. The zone of cracks behind the safety loop $R$ is created by the extreme (contouring) holes of the set, the value of which is calculated by formulas (46) and (49). The zones of fracturing from inner holes are smaller than the distance between the series of holes and therefore do not affect the crack formation during the detonation of the drilling holes.

**Conclusion**

Study to justify the safety parameters of drilling and blasting method of extraction of sylvinite layers of unconventional thickness together with combine harvesting of conventional layers in the mines of the Verkhnekamskoye field of potassium-magnesium salts allow to draw the conclusions given below.

1. It is established that during drilling and blasting of unconventional thickness formations the minimum design width of the cleaning chamber should be increased by 1.7 m in comparison with the maximum overall width of the used drilling, loading or transport equipment. Calculated width of the cleaning chamber, taking into account the fracture zone from drilling and blasting operations, should be increased by 1.0 m in comparison with the design value, and the minimum height of the mine should be not less than 1.8 m.

2. It is established that at the design thickness of the interlayer pillars of lower than permissible value it is advisable to use a drilling and blasting pit of unconventional thickness when the formation is not unconventional in thickness above the layer of conditioning power.

3. It is established that with the design value of the interlayer pillar, which exceeds the minimum permissible value, the parameters of excavation of unconventional in thickness formation are determined only after calculations of the parameters of conventional layer.

4. One of the options to find the width of the ICT on an unconventional reservoir, which is expressed as the difference between the interaxial distance and width of the chamber on a conventional layer, is the method of selecting the optimum chamber width at which the ICT loading level is equal to the permissible value.

5. It is found that in case of drilling and explosive excavation of a sylvinit layer with unconventional thickness, the fracture radius, determined on basis of the calculation of explosion pulse and dynamic strength of rocks, does not exceed 0.6 m. During the joint extraction of sylvinit layer of unconventional thickness by drilling and blasting method and sylvinit layer of conventional thickness by combining method, the fracture radius does not exceed 0.39 m. At the same time, the safe mass of the explosive charge is determined taking into account the mass velocity.
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